Amendments to be made to the Agreement between the Writers Guild of Great Britain and PACT dated 1 February 2003 for BBC commissioned programmes from 16 July 2012:

SCHEDULE OF MINIMUM FEES AND USE PAYMENTS

The following amendments shall be made in order to read as follows:

26. i) **Network Production**

   **BBC Public Service**

   If the programme is commissioned by the BBC, the terms set out in the Appendix to this Agreement shall apply.

   When required by the BBC as the commissioning broadcaster, on first day of principle photography the Producer shall pay a further sum equal to 15% of the script fee for a 5-year licence for BBC Public Services uses, excluding BBC1 and BBC2, commencing on the first transmission of the programme in the UK. This 15% payment shall be in addition to the 100% Subsequent Use Advance.

   iii) **UK Network Television Repeats for ITV1, Channel 4 and five**

   [for repeats on BBC1 & BBC2, the rates set out in the Appendix to this Agreement shall apply, ITV1, Channel 4 and five]

APPENDIX OF TERMS APPLICABLE TO BBC COMMISSIONS :

1. If the programme is commissioned by the BBC from the Producer, it is agreed that the following provisions of the agreement between the WGGB/PMA and BBC for television scripts dated 31 May 2012 (the “TSCA”) shall apply in respect of the relevant BBC Public Services (as therein defined):

   Clauses 6.2-6.4
   Clause 7 & Schedule One (sections 1, 2, 3 & 4 only)
   Clause 9 & Schedule Three (in respect of whole programme/episode use)
   Clauses 10.1-10.4
   Clause 10.5 (for programme publicity and promotional purposes)
   Clauses 10.7-10.9

   A copy of the TSCA is available at: http://www.bbc.co.uk/foi/publication_scheme/classes/policies_procedures/supplying_bbc.shtml

2. It is acknowledged that an additional sum of 10% of the ‘Total Minimum Payment’/Script Fee provided for in the TSCA shall be paid by the Producer no later than the first day of principal photography and whether or not the Subsequent Use Advance referred to in 26 i) is payable and that the same shall pre-purchase the following:-
(i) In the event that the Script is part of a programme or series commissioned for the BBC3 or BBC4 - the applicable six month period elected by the BBC after the initial 3 month SCTW period deemed under the TSCA as being included in the ‘Total Minimum Payment’/Script Fee.

(ii) In the event that the Script is part of a programme or series commissioned for the CBBC or CBeebies - the applicable twelve month period elected by the BBC after the initial 3 month SCTW period deemed under the TSCA as being included in the ‘Total Minimum Payment’/Script Fee.

(iii) In the event that the Script is part of a programme or series commissioned for BBC1 or BBC2 (in which event it is acknowledged that the Subsequent Use Advance referred to in 26 i) of the PACT/WGGB Agreement is acknowledged to be payable as a Network Production) it is acknowledged that with the mutual agreement of the Producer and the BBC that the said 10% the ‘Total Minimum Payment’/Script Fee may be deductible from the said subsequent Use Advance.

3. It is hereby acknowledged and agreed that the Producer shall be entitled to authorise the BBC to apply the said terms of the TSCA insofar as applicable to BBC Public Service uses referred to under this Agreement and to make any payments due directly to the Writer.

4. It is acknowledged that under the terms of both this Agreement and the TSCA, the Subsequent Use Advance is paid as an advance against fees due in respect of any subsequent uses.

5. The following repeat fees, as set out in Schedule One of the TSCA shall apply for repeat transmission on BBC 1 and BBC 2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transmission Time</th>
<th>Repeat fee as % of the ‘Total Minimum Payment’</th>
<th>Narrative Repeat definition being a repeat Transmission made within 7 days of the first Transmission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peak (1830-2300) - excluding Children’s Programmes which shall be paid at the Peak rate for transmissions commencing between 09.25 and 23.00</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off Peak rate only applies if 1st transmission was at a time commencing in Peak</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>